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1. ABSTRACT
Since 1994 the student cohort at Central
Queensland University (CQU) has undergone
drastic change in ability, culture and mode of
attendance.  This paper descr ibes a project
attempting to address the problems caused by
these changes.  The project has developed
alternative teaching approaches and mater ial
including animations, online lectures, a Web
site mir rored on CD−ROM, the use of BACI
and modified assessment strategies.  Ear ly
exper ience shows that these approaches appear
to be more flexible and improve the learning
exper ience of some students.
2. Keywords
Resource−based learning, online learning, animation,
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3. INTRODUCTION
85349 Operating Systems is the traditional operating
systems unit taught at Central Queensland University
(CQU). It is a core unit in the second year of CQU’s
Bachelor of Information Technology degree. As with most
other units at CQU the circumstances under which 85349
is taught has undergone massive change since 1994. This
change, which has not been matched by corresponding
changes in practice or infrastructure, has introduced a
number or problems including increased complexity and
workload.

The changes in 85349 include
� increasing variety in student characteristics

Students in 1994 were almost entirely Australian
nationals while at least one−third of 1998 students are
from different cultures. Additionally student
capabilities in mathematics and other pre−requisite
knowledge has decreased significantly.

• increasing student numbers
In 1994 85349 had just over 150 students, in 1998 it
has just over 350.

• increasing modes of delivery
In 1994, 85349 was taught at CQU’s Rockhampton
campus and via print−based distance education.  In
1998, the unit was taught via print−based distance
education, face−to−face lectures at three campuses by
three different lecturers and video conferencing to two
other campuses. 

At the start of 1998 a project team was set up to develop a
set of learning resources which could assist in the delivery
of 85349 and directly address the problems caused by
change. This paper examines the why, what, and how of
the work performed by the team before concluding with
discussion of early student feedback, reflections on the
approach and plans for future work.

4. WHY?
The following section explains the considerations and
rationale which guided the development of the new
approach. 

5. Change
The major driving force behind the new approach was
coping with the problems and inefficiencies caused by
change. While the increasing number of students adds to
the workload. It is the increasing variety in the delivery
modes and student background which have caused the
largest increase in workload and problems.  

A major cause of this is the duplication of processes. For
example, there are now at least three different procedures
used to submit, mark and return student assignments. At
least three mediums, print, face−to−face lectures and
video−conferencing, used to explain concepts to students.
Even worse there are at least six different people
delivering this material to different students.

A possible solution is to identify methods which can
provide a single process applicable to all students. It is
hoped this approach would reduce the workload required to
teach a unit and address problems introduced by multiple
approaches. Further it was hoped that this time saving
would enable the development and adoption of new, more
effective teaching and learning methods.  

6. Problems: Traditional Teaching Methods
Apart from not adapting well to change many of the
traditional approaches to learning also have a number of
perceived deficiencies. 

7. Face−to−Face Lectures
Traditional face−to−face lectures have a number of
problems, especially when considered in the context of
85349.

While interaction is possible in a lecture, class size and
student shyness are considerable constraints on student
participation [8]. The success of a lecture requires the
lecturer to be aware of the capabilities of all students and
for all students to have a similar background [8, p108].
CQU’s approach to open access means that this no longer
possible. 



Different students learn at different speeds. It is not
possible to adapt a lecture presentation to best suit all
students.  Especially to allow time for reflection. 

Lectures given by the lecturer−in−charge of 85349
consume approximately four hours each week in
preparation and presentation. Due to the lecture’s
geographic and temporal dependence and the context of
85349 this investment services less than one−sixth of the
85349 students.  

Face−to−face lectures in 85349 are currently given at three
different campuses (another will be added in 1999). Each
lecture is repeated at each campus by a different lecturer.
In addition, 85349 is currently offered twice a year. This
means that the same lecture may be repeated at least six
times each year.

8. Video−Conferencing
85349 face−to−face lectures given at CQU’s Rockhampton
campus are also delivered via video−conferencing to two
other campuses. The use of video−conferencing
introduces a number of additional problems.

Teaching time is reduced because of time for set up,
shutdown and technical difficulties [5]. Experience at CQU
(and elsewhere) has shown that students at remote
campuses treat lectures like a television program and are
more likely to talk and disrupt the learning of others. The
addition of technology and new practice increases student
resistance to participation in video−conferencing. Finally,
video−conferencing and live interactive television are the
two most expensive two−way technologies [1]

9. Print−based distance education
CQU’s traditional form of distance education relies heavily
on print. Given the increasingly global nature of distance
education the time taken to distribute learning material can
lead to significant difficulties [6] including the late arrival
of distance material, inability to respond to errors in study
material or the requirements of individual students, a lack
of immediate feedback on student progress for both
students and teachers, a general lack of student/student and
student/teacher communication that can lead to feelings of
isolation, transactional distance and large turnaround times
for assessment feedback. It is also not possible to directly
present movement [1] or dynamic concepts using print.

10.Assessment
Experience in previous offerings of 85349 has seen many

students studying only to pass exams and assignments and
not attempting to gain a thorough understanding of the
material. It is possible for students to perform well in
examinations without actually understanding the concepts
which are being examined [4]. Further problems arise in
distance education with the lack and slow speed of
feedback on student assignments [6].

11.Problems: Teaching Operating Systems
Teaching operating systems, which involves balancing
coverage of a significant amount of theory with the desire
to provide some practical relevance of the material, has
always been a challenge [10]. It is even more difficult
when, as with 85349, a significant proportion of students
study at a distance, especially when they are restricted to
print as the primary learning medium. 

A solution to some of these problems are systems such as
OSP and Nachos. However, using these systems at CQU is
difficult given the backgrounds of students and their access
to equipment [3].

12.Available Resources 
The design of the 1998 approach for 85349 was
constrained by the resources available to the project team.
Higher education in Australia operates in an environment
of steadily reducing funding. At CQU much of that
funding is currently tied up in support infrastructure for
existing learning approaches. As a result there was no
additional funding for this project. Time was a further
constraint, the project commenced about six months prior
to the start of the semester.

A major advantage for the project was the rich skill set and
experience that the team members brought to the project.
All project members have a background in computing
with additional skills including significant experience in
online [9], distance and on−campus learning, Web site
development, graphic design and multimedia.  Importantly,
all participants were familiar with the unit either as the
lecturer or as students in the 1997 offering.

13.WHAT?
It is not believed that the changes made by the project
team are the only possible solutions to the problems
outlined above. However, they did seem appropriate given
the context in which they must be used. This section
summarises what changes the project team made to the
85349 study package for 1998.

14.Text book
The primary learning medium for distance students (30%
of the 85349 students) is a combination of a commercially
published text−book and a CQU study guide. One of the
first changes for 1998 was the adoption of a new textbook,
Operating Systems Concepts by Silberschatz and Galvin
[11].  

The change of textbook provided the students with a text



which was considered to be more readable, with more
easily understood explanations of key concepts. This
decision was reinforced by the widespread use of the
chosen text in similar tertiary courses in other Australasian
universities. The range of supporting materials which
accompanied this text, including lecture slides, instructor’s
manual and support via a web site, was another advantage.
The presence of these resources, especially the lecture
slides, significantly reduced the amount of work required
in developing the 1998 approach.

One disadvantage is the use of Pascal in examples in the
text. Students at CQU learn C++ for the core programming
language. This problem was partially addressed by
substituting the code on the lecture slides, which related
directly to examples in the text book. Other disadvantages
to the student which occur with any change of text are the
additional expense because of the lack of second−hand
books and the possibility of delays in supply.

15.Assessment
Like most computing units at CQU the traditional 85349
assessment consisted of two 15% assignments and a final
70% closed−book examination. Table 1 summarises the
1998 assessment for 85349.

Assessment Percentage
Two assignments 40% (2x20)
Submission questions 20%
Closed book exam 40%

Table 1.

The submission questions were the major innovation in
assessment. Each week students are expected to submit
answers to two of the weekly exercises from the textbook.
Students automatically receive 5% for submitting answers
to submission questions for each of the 12 weeks.  Answers
from three of the twelve weeks are selected at random and
marked. These marks contribute the remaining 15% for
the submission questions.

It was hoped that the submission questions will encourage
students to "keep up" with the work as the semester
progresses rather than cramming at the last minute.

16.Online Assignment Management
All assessment for 85349 is submitted and managed using
an automated, Web−based system [7]. Assessment is
marked electronically and returned via email. Online
assessment submission provides a single submission
method for all students and as well as offering a number of
other advantages [7]

17.Delivery Media
It was decided to use a number of different media to
distribute the learning materials for 85349. By using
multiple media it was hoped to address the disadvantages
of one media with the advantages of another. 

The traditional CQU learning material, text book, study

guide and lectures, were retained in order to provide
familiarity for students.  It was possible for students to pass
85349 using only these traditional resources. 

The 85349 Web site (http://infocom.cqu.edu.au/85349/)
provides access to electronic copies of all learning
materials and is also used for online assignment
submission. Among its many advantages the Web
provides geographic and temporal independence. The
Web site was operational a month prior to the start of the
semester. At any time after this students, from anywhere
in the world, could visit the site and commence study.
Additionally, staff could modify existing or add new
material which could be immediately available to all
students. The Web also provides a medium in which
audio, animation, text and links to other material can be
combined.

Experience at CQU has identified a number of problems
with the Web as a delivery mechanism including slow
access speed and high cost. To address these problems a
CD−ROM based mirror of the Web site was produced and
made available to students.

Email is used to enable interaction between all students
and staff. A unit mailing list is used for general discussion
and problem−solving while direct email to students and
staff is used for private queries and the return of marked
assignments.

18.Online Lectures
An online lecture consists of audio, animations and the
actual lecture slides. In 1998, lectures for three of the
twelve weeks were pre−recorded, converted into
RealAudio, and placed onto the Web site (and CD−ROM).

Animations were produced for six of the dynamic concepts
introduced in 85349. The concepts were selected on the
basis of importance and observed student difficulty. The
animations were produced using Flash and included as
slides in the relevant online lecture. 

The slides were adapted from those distributed with the
85349 textbook [11]. The major changes were converting
the slides from Postscript to HTML, converting the Pascal
code to C++ and adding the audio and animations.

There is evidence that technology can improve the quality
of education through new approaches to teaching and
learning which exploit the features of different
technologies [1, p 17]. Online lectures are not an example
of this. Instead they are intended to be a translation of
existing practice into a medium which makes practice
more efficient.

The benefits of online lectures include providing distance
students with an alternative to print and that any student
can now revise a lecture at any time from anywhere.
However, the biggest advantage is that, once fully
implemented, online lectures can be used to replace the
current practice of repeating lectures multiple times. This



saving in time will allow the development of more
effective teaching/learning practice.

19.Baci
The BACI system [2] provides students a platform to write
and experiment with concurrent programming problems.
The 1998 offering of 85349 uses BACI to provide practical
examples of concurrency concepts and as the platform for
the first assignment.

BACI was chosen for a number of reasons including ease
of use, availability for multiple platforms, its use of a C++
like syntax, the importance of concurrency related
concepts and the difficulty CQU students have had in
understanding them.

20.HOW?
The project team first met in early 1998 for initial
discussions and requirements setting. The analysis, design
and development of the 85349 learning approach followed
a process which has been used before [9].

21.Web site Development
Design and development of the Web site and its content
formed a major part of the project. The following sections
describe the steps involved in the development of the Web
site. 

22.Look and feel
The design of the web site was aimed, not only at the
current students of 85349 who would be using the study
materials several times a week for hours at a times, but
also at Internet users who may be prospective students.
The design aimed for a professional but interesting
appearance with a touch of humour, to appeal to both these
groups. The theme is pre−historic, with a green and sand
colour scheme, and a cartoon dinosaur as a motif used
throughout the site. This theme ties in with the visual
design of the text book [11].

23.Content
The amount of material included in this site, and the
diverse nature of that material ranging from short text
pieces, indexes, lecture slides and animations, makes a
logical, well designed and transparent structure essential.
A map of the logical structure of the site is included in the
Help pages to help the user gain a sense of control when
navigating in the site. Early feedback on the design of the
site indicates that this is a useful feature and needs to be
more prominent.

The large file size of some of the media elements was
influential in the decision to offer the material on CD−
ROM as well as on the Internet. The total size of the web
site placed onto the CD−ROM was around 70Mb.  

24.Navigation
Two issues that needed to be addressed in designing the
navigation were ease of access for the first time user or the
user moving to previously unvisited pages, and speed and

convenience for the regular user

The main navigation page for current students, to which
students are advised to set their bookmark, is the Study
Schedule page. This is accessed from the home page, and
contains links to all the study material for each week of the
Semester. From this page, the student can reach any on−
line lecture slide, study guide chapter, assessment
information or other recommended study related activity
with no more than two mouse clicks. Although this
necessitates more than fifty hyper links from this one page,
the page is structured by week and activity type to make it
comprehensible to the user.

The other navigational feature is a navigational bar at the
top and bottom of every page. This contains links to the
main areas of the site, as well as icon links to the Study
Schedule page and to the Home page. The home page icon
doubles as a site identification icon. 

25.Exper ience
The following feedback and reflection on the 1998
approach is based on the first 8 weeks of the 1998 offering
of 85349. 

26.Feedback
The look and feel of the 85349 Web site has received
favourable comments from students.

"Anybody who would put something like that on their home
page must be okay"

"This site’s overall visual design is extremely appealing. It
is simple, clean, clear, very readable and appropriate to
its purpose. The overall effect is a very user−friendly and
professional looking site."

Even with some implementation problems, the online
lectures have been well received by a wide range of
students. When asked what were the positive aspects of
the online lectures students have reported the following

"Additional study material is always helpful for distance
ed students. Audio provides way more info than purely
written stuff can." 

"I found the animations great, although a little more
explanation of detail may be helpful. Listening to a voice
was excellent − hearing the lecture instead of just reading
it on the screen was the best part. "

"Real Audio. Being able to pause and re−play parts of a
lecturer if misunderstood or not understood the first time
round."

27.Reflection
It would appear that the new 85349 approach offers an
effective, efficient and flexible method for teaching
operating systems in a rapidly changing environment.
However, in order to effectively exploit the advantages
provided by the application of technology organisational
structures will have to change [1, p10].  



The new approach for 85349 was only possible because of
the skills and effort of three experienced individuals.
Resource constraints and the absence of these skills mean
that recreating this work for each individual unit at CQU is
not possible. However, it is possible to adapt the 85349
structure, interface and processes for use in other units. A
project to do this is beginning in late 1998.  

The current approach in 85349 aims to address the
inefficiencies of previous practice and some of the
resulting problems. It is hoped that these savings will
provide the time necessary to implement new approaches
which better exploit the characteristics of the technology.  

28.Conclusions
The 1998 offering of the operating systems course at CQU
uses a resource−based learning approach designed to
address the problems caused by the increasing variety of
delivery modes used and student backgrounds. Even
though resource constraints limited the implementation of
the new approach early feedback from students indicates
that the quality and variety of study material for the unit
has been well received.  

Implications are that the approach, especially the online
lectures and the combined use of CD−ROM and Web
technology, offer significant advantages which can help
address the problems raised by change. More importantly
the savings in time and effort will allow the development
and adoption of approaches which better suit the
capabilities of the technology.
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